A string of robberies at La Hacienda Market in 2005 sparked a new spate
of demands for street closures – to block escape routes and “re-claim our
roads for Menlo Park residents”.
We all want safe neighborhoods but very few want such drastic measures
as street closures.
I'm slightly surprised by the tone and tenor of the attacks on the market (mostly seen
through the Willows Neighborhood group emails.) I have been to the meetings at both
the Sunset building and the coffee shop next to the market. To be blunt, there is an
undercurrent of racism that I find disturbing. There are people on the list who are
advocating "closing off the borders" of the Willows (I honestly don't know what that
means exactly) to prevent EPA residents from shopping at the market. I have heard it
expressed that this brings crime to the Willows. I find it hard to believe that the women I
see walking down the street and pushing children in strollers are causing so much crime.
… The hysterical postings I've seen, and the pressure people are applying s NOT what the
entire neighborhood believes. I think the market is good for the community.
MM email to Menlo Park City Council 5/3/05

But Menlo Park’s Transportation Staff consistently caters to traffic activists
– the radical few.
“The Menalto shopping center … is being transformed into a crime hotspot … the
high flux of outsiders having no allegiance to the neighborhood and an antiquated
street layout which affords numerous escape routes …
Effective solutions … restrict or eliminate check cashing … deploy selective street
closures to re-claim our roads for Menlo Park’s residents…”
RW to Menlo Park City Council 5/5/2005

The Willows Area-Wide Traffic Plan, developed by Staff for Willows
activists was clearly designed to divert EPA residents from the activist’s
streets. It was cancelled in 2011 by the City Council.
The robbery problem was solved when the market secured its cash and
hired a guard, preserving our community benefits from the market and
Willows open streets.
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